KILLS EXTERIOR MOLD, MILDEW AND ALGAE
- Restores the natural look of weathered, discolored wood.
- Makes wood look new again in minutes.
- Great for composite decks.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with the attached directions and label.

IMPORTANT: Carefully read all directions, notes and conditions prior to use. Only use this product as directed on the label, for outdoor use only. Oxidation from sun and elements can cause permanent discoloration on outside surfaces. Test on an inconspicuous area before using. Wear eye protection and rubber gloves during use. Remove any marking caused by previous product use. Helpful tip: Do not use on under or redwood that is less than 2 years old. Avoid contact with metal surfaces, clothing, carpet, fabrics, floor coverings or vegetation. Do not use in white conditions. Finished products may lose color from surfaces environmentally damaged by sun, wind and rain. Particularly stubborn stains may require a second application. This product will not remove pigmented wood stains or sealers. To clean and remove mildew and stain stains: Apply full strength using a plastic garden sprayer. Wait 5-10 minutes. Thoroughly rinse off surface and surrounding area.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Store with lid closed in areas inaccessible to children, in a cool dry area, away from direct sunlight and heat to avoid deterioration.
Container Handling: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer empty container for recycling or discard in trash. Do not reuse this bottle for any other purpose.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Sodium hypochlorite: 5.25%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: 94.75%
TOTAL: 100.00%
Kills exterior mold, mildew, and removes algae.

Cleans & Brightens in Minutes

Makes Wood Look New Again in Minutes

Restores the Natural Look of Weathered, Discolored Wood

NET CONTENTS:
2.5 GALLONS (9.46 L)

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER
SEE BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND FIRST AID

1. SPRAY ON
2. WAIT 10 MINUTES
3. WASH OFF

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Sodium hypochlorite:........ 5.25%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:....94.75%
TOTAL: ........................ 100.00%

PDP: >30
Level Two
Signal: 4.95mm
S of H: 3.475mm
Cautionary: 2.975mm
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals.

DANGER. CORROSIVE. Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wear goggles or safety glasses and rubber gloves when handling this product. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

FIRST AID:

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call the Poison Control Center at 1-800-222-1222 or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call the Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF SWALLOWED: Call the Poison Control Center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the Poison Control Center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person.

Have the product container or label with you when calling the Poison Control Center or doctor, or going for treatment.

Physical and Chemical Hazards: This product contains an oxidizing agent. Do not use or mix with other chemicals. Prolonged contact of undiluted product with metal may cause pitting or discoloration.

Environmental Hazards: This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, or surface waters.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

IMPORTANT: Carefully read all directions, notes and conditions prior to use. Only use this product as directed on the label. For outdoor use only. Oxidation from sun and elements can cause permanent discoloration on outside surfaces. Test on an inconspicuous area before using. Wear eye protection and rubber gloves during use. Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.

Helpful tips: Do not use on cedar or redwood that is less than 2 years old. Avoid contact with metal surfaces, clothing, carpet, fabrics, floor coverings or vegetation. Do not use in windy conditions. Use of this product may loosen fibers from surfaces environmentally damaged by sun, wind and rain. Particularly stubborn stains may require a second application.

This product will not remove pigmented wood stains or sealers.

To kill mold and mildew: Apply full strength with a plastic garden sprayer. Wait 10 minutes. Thoroughly rinse off surface and surrounding area.

To clean and remove mold and mildew stains: Apply full strength with a plastic garden sprayer. Wait 5-10 minutes. Thoroughly rinse of surface and surrounding area.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Store with lid closed in areas inaccessible to children, in a cool dry area, away from direct sunlight and heat to avoid deterioration.

Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer empty container for recycling or discard in trash. Do not reuse this bottle for any other purpose.

QUESTIONS? COMMENTS? CALL 844-969-1373
Made for: W.M. Barr & Co., Inc.
6750 Lenox Center Court, Suite 200
Memphis, TN 38115
©2020 W.M. Barr & Co., Inc.
water. If staining persists a second coat may be required. Wash Gallon and replace hose end.

To refill:
remove hose end sprayer. Pour in product from Mold Armor E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash after use.

1. Turn nozzle to CLEAN and coat the area, working from the top and reach the second story.

2. Spray surrounding plants with water before and after usage. Sprays plants and shrubs leaves a wide spray pattern

3. Wash off

4. Keep Out of Reach of Children


DECK, FENCE & PATIO WASH

KILLS MOLD & MILDEW

CLEANS UP TO 900 SQUARE FEET

It's Like Pressure Cleaning Using Your Garden Hose!

COVERS 200 SQ. FT. CARPET

SELECTOR

EASY SPRAY

JET SETTING

Leads any dirt and debris and reach the second story.

SHOWER SETTING

Sprays plants underneath before and after usage.

WIDE SPRAY

Blasts away dirt, mold, & algae stains

CLEANS & BRIGHTENS DECKS & SCREENS, PAINTED/STAINED WOOD, COMPOSITES, PVC, CASTROUTED AND RESURFACED FINISHES.

拿了mark the varnished, freshly lacquered or painted in the day. Only use the product on an area that is totally dry. For cabana or pool areas, spray out from the downwind side. For cabana or pool use, use caution to avoid spraying plants and shrubs. Do not spray over the treated areas for at least 24 hours after treatment.

3. Spraying plants with water before and after usage. Sprays plants and shrubs leaves a wide spray pattern

4. Keep Out of Reach of Children

5. Wash off

E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash has a more concentrated application for wood surfaces.

**KILLS MOLD & MILDEW**

Bleach-based formula. Renews the look of wood. Improves the long-term appearance and performance of your paint. It’s like Pressure Cleaning Using Your Garden Hose!

**EASY SPRAY SELECTION**

- **Jet Setting**: Cleans away dirt and stains and reach the second story.
- **Shower Setting**: Sprays plants and shrubs before and after usage.
- **Wide Spray**: Sprays plants at reach and leaves a wide spray pattern for maximum coverage.

**NET CONTENTS:** 64 FL OZ (1.89 L)

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

- Sodium hypochlorite: 5.25%

**OTHER INGREDIENTS:**

- 94.75%

- Water

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**

- Store with lid closed in areas inaccessible to children, in a cool dry area, away from excess heat, freezing, or sunlight.
- Do not reuse or refill this container except as described in the directions for use. Refill only with Mold Armor E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash.
- Do not mix with other chemicals. Prolonged contact of undiluted product with metal may cause pitting or discoloration.

**CONTAINER HANDLING:**

- It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
- Keep out of reach of children.
- Caution: May cause eye irritation. Harmful if swallowed. Do not ingest.

**IMPORTANT:**

- Test on an inconspicuous area before using. 
- Do not use on concrete, masonry, or other stone surfaces.
- Do not use on copper, brass, galvanized, or other metal surfaces, clothing, carpet, fabrics, floor covering or vegetation. Do not use on outdoor furniture or on cloth faces on outdoor furniture. Do not use on any type of natural or synthetic clothing, fabric, carpet, fabric, floor covering or vegetation. Do not use where children or pets can be exposed to the product or residual exposure. Do not use on food, vegetable, or fruit crops. 
- Keep off of exposed surfaces. 
- Do not spray forcefully on plants with leaves. 
- Avoid contact with eyes or nose. 
- Contains bleach. Protect eyes and hands from contact. 
- May cause skin irritation.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:**

**Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals.**

- **DANGER.** Corrosive. 

- **FIRST AID:***

**IF IN EYES:** Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call the Poison Control Center or doctor for further advice.

**IF IN CONTACT WITH SKIN OR CLOTHING:** Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call the Poison Control Center or doctor for further advice.

**IF SWALLOWED:** Call the Poison Control Center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the Poison Control Center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person.

**IF EXPOSED:** Carefully read all directions, notes and conditions prior to use. Only use this product in an environment that is well-ventilated. Use in an area where there is no exposure to open flames. Use in an area with adequate water availability. Do not use in windy conditions. Use of this product may loosen fibers from surfaces environmentally damaged by sun, wind and rain. Particularly stubborn stains may require a second application.

**HELPFUL TIPS:**

- Do not use on cedar or redwood that is less than 2 years old. Avoid contact with tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.
- Wear eye protection and rubber gloves during use. Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.
- Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.
- Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.
- Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.
- Formula may stain clothes and shoes – dress appropriately.